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ABSTRACT A vision of the future Internet is introduced in such a fashion that various computing devices

are connected together to form a network called Internet of Things (IoT). This network will generate massive

data that may be leveraged for entertainment, security, and most importantly user trust. Yet, trust is an

imperative obstruction that may hinder the IoT growth and even delay the substantial squeeze of a number

of applications. In this survey, an extensive analysis of trust management techniques along with their pros

and cons is presented in a different context. In comparison with other surveys, the goal is to provide a

systematic description of the most relevant trust management techniques to help researchers understand that

how various systems fit together to bring preferred functionalities without examining different standards.

Besides, the lessons learned are presented, and the views are argued regarding the primary goal trust which

is likely to play in the future Internet.

INDEX TERMS Internet of Things, trust management techniques, trust contributions, trust limitations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) is a new model developed to allow

millions of smart communication nodes be connected to the

Internet [1]. Such nodes are sensors and/or actuators that can

process and retrieve data from other devices with or with-

out human interference [2]. The IoT development brings a

remarkable effect to various areas, such as smart cities [3],

smart healthcare [4], smart transportation [5], cellular com-

munications [6], data mining [7], manufacturing [8], and

environmental monitoring [9] among others [10]–[13]. This

high level of heterogeneity, linked with the IoT system, is pre-

sumed to increase security threats for the existing Internet,

which is used to let humans interact with machines [14].

Conventional privacy solutions and security provisions do not

satisfy user requirements because of their limited processing

power.

In an IoT environment, a variety of independent devices

cooperate with one another to perform different tasks. These

devices in such dense environment irrationally discover other

devices. Such discovery is named as semantic discovery

which creates different information trust related issues [15].

Various methods to achieve semantic interoperability include

broker based architecture and different service platforms.

Broker architecture is complex andweak to handle the object-

to-object discovery [16]. Trust management in an IoT envi-

ronment is provided by various methods [17], [18] which

employs past experience, sensor data irregularity, reliability,

and availability as trust matrices.

Different than other networking environments, IoT faces

new challenges due to its particular features. The most crucial

of these features, apart from privacy and security, is trust.

That is, if the aggregated information from different devices

is malicious and not sufficiently trustworthy, it is difficult

to be accepted by users albeit the trust of application layer

and network layer are fully provided [19]. The most impor-

tant question that arises is to know that how the IoT gen-

erated data is converted into useful information to provide

a secure and trustworthy communication. For this reason,
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FIGURE 1. Structure of the survey.

various techniques have been developed, several of which are

discussed in this paper in detail with respect to their system

models, contributions, and limitations.

A few papers have surveyed the IoT trust management,

e.g., [14] and [19], but these surveys provide a general dis-

cussion on IoT trust and do not discuss the available trust

management models. To the best of our knowledge, we are

the first to provide a comprehensive survey of IoT trust

management techniques.

The organization of this survey is such that Section II

presents different IoT trust management techniques,

Section III discusses the learned lessons, and Section IV

concludes the survey. The overall structure of this paper is

depicted in Figure 1 in a very simplified style.

II. TRUST MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES

IoT is an emerging technology that provides a base to

replace the traditional communication systems with a modern

one [20]. In this system, machines perform different oper-

ations to handle changing situations in real life without the

involvement of human efforts. IoT permits nodes (things) to

have different characteristics and share services and infor-

mation [21]. Things produce decentralized networks with

adaptable topologies. In this specific situation, it is essential

to have a strong, versatile and reliable communication, and

correspondence among these devices [21]. Various devices,

for example, computers and mobile phones, work together to

make humans’ life more comfortable.With this rising number

of connected devices, it is hard to assume that which device
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is trustworthy [10], [22]. For this reason, several approaches

have been developed, which are presented in this section

comprehensively.

A. E-LITHE

IoT is a new emerging paradigm that connects millions of

things (devices) through the Internet. However, the connec-

tion of this huge number of devices needs a secure commu-

nication. To provide secure communication within the IoT

environment, the idea of Datagram Transport Layer Security

(DTLS) [23] is adopted to construct Transport Layer Secu-

rity (TLS) over datagram [24]. DTLS is a protocol which

allows secure communication between client-server applica-

tions over the Internet in a secure manner. It is based on the

TLS that provides prevention of message forgery, tempering,

and fragmentation. It also deals with the packet re-ordering,

loss of datagram, and size of the datagram. However, DTLS

is defenseless for Denial of Service (DoS) attacks and needs

thousands of computations for constrained devices. A DoS

attack is a type of attack that disrupts network services and

thereby prevents a successful communication between two

devices. In the DoS attack, the device availability is targeted

by the attacker and the requested services are not provided to

the legitimate user [25].

To overcomeDTLS’ shortcomings for constrained devices,

the proposed work focuses on an enhanced and lightweight

DTLS, namely Enhanced Lightweight DTLS for IoT

(E-Lithe) [26]. The concept of Trusted Third Party (TTP) is

added to provide enhancement to E-Lithe. TTP provides pre-

exchanging of secret keys as well as resilience against DoS

attacks. In the proposedmodel, the Next Header Compression

(NHC) and the IP Header Compression (IPHC) are used as

compression schemes.

Figure 2 illustrates the enhanced handshake protocol for

E-Lithe. First, before starting the actual handshaking phase,

the server and the TTP protocol agree on sharing a secret key

for successful communications. In the next step, the mutual

key is shared between the TTP protocol and the client. The

sharing of a mutual key between the client and the TTP proto-

col prevents extra burden of energy consumption on the server

and authenticates the client-server communication. In the

client-server communication, a client sends a handshake to

the server with its authentication key. If the authentication key

matches, the server validates the process of ‘‘Hello’’ message.

If the key does not match, the process of Hello message is

terminated.

To ensure the lightweight transmission for constrained

devices, the E-Lithe adopts a compression strategy, which

reduces the power consumption as well as prevents the over-

load of fragmentation. The compression strategy is comprised

of record layer, handshake layer, and client Hello. The record

layer is further composed of version, epoch, sequence num-

ber, and fragment. The handshake layer consists of mes-

sage type and message sequence. Excluding length details,

the message type and the sequence are sent in the actual state.

In the client Hello message packet, the first four bits are set

FIGURE 2. Communication in the E-Lithe scheme is subject to four rules:
i) before the handshaking phase starts, the server and TTP approve a
pre-shared secret key; ii) the client and TTP share that key for secure
client-server communications; iii) the client requests the server with a
handshake message and the server validates that if its authentication key
matches; iv) upon authentication, the server sends Hello message to the
client, otherwise, terminates the session [26].

as identity bits and the last four bits represent the session ID,

cookie, cipher suite, and the compression mechanism.

The E-Lithe scheme enhances security for constrained

devices by adding the concept of TTP, which in turn decreases

DoS attacks by sharing secret keys. The cookie exchange

technique in the E-Lithe scheme provides more efficiency

and reduces computational overhead in comparison with the

Lithe [24] and DTLS [23] schemes. However, if an intruder

creates multiple handshake requests from multiple nodes,

then the battery drainage is a crucial problem to handle

frequent computations.

B. GTRS

Recommender Systems (RS) have a high popularity to predict

and suggest items based on past ratings [27]. An RS may be

of three types: content-based filtering (CBF), collaborative

filtering (CF), and a hybrid system. In the IoT environment,

billions of devices are interconnected with each other, where

each device requires and provides services being a part of

an IoT network. All devices are discovered, which provide a

certain type of service. After discovering the service, the next

step is the selection of service from the list of available ser-

vices. The major issue in this scenario is the service selection,

whichmay lead to the confusion of trusting other devices. The

existing central CF recommender lacks two key performance

measures. First, it saves the rating matrix in memory to

predict the best service from the memory. Second, it leads

to data sparsity issues.

To address these issues, a scalable algorithm is pro-

posed, which is based on the CF recommendation. To over-

come the non-competency of the central RS, the proposed
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recommender predicts the best-rated service provider (SP)

and selects it to retrieve services from that SP. Based on the

idea of [28], the Graph-based Trust-enhanced Recommender

System (GTRS) [27] adopts the concept of Social IoT (SIoT)

and forms a new social relationship between nodes in the

IoT network. In the context of trust among devices, the use

of recommendations of friends and friends-of-friends can be

dealt with.

In this model, a requesting node sends a request to its

friends to get recommendations for the past ratings. If it finds

the best-rated node, then it selects that particular node to

get services from it. Otherwise, the request is forwarded to

the friends-of-friends. The trust among nodes is calculated in

two ways, i.e., direct social trust where nodes are connected

directly, and indirect social trust in which nodes are indirectly

connected. The Indirect trust can be calculated using trust

propagation and aggregation. The effect of a node can be

calculated using two types of methods, i.e., trust and simi-

larity. Trust and similarity can be calculated from ratings and

network structures. In the context of trust calculation from

ratings, the GTRS adopts the O’Donovan and Smyth [29]

approach to calculate the correlational trust among nodes.

Only one predictor is used to calculate the predicted ratings

for a requesting node.

Trust can also be calculated using network structures where

nodes are free to develop a relationship with each other,

the same way as with humans. In the IoT environment,

a device can make a relationship of four types: i) The co-

owner relationship that occurs when nodes are owned by

the same owner and its trust level is 4; ii) the friendship

relationship occurs when owners of nodes are friends and its

trust level is 3; iii) the co-location relationship occurs when

nodes are at the same location and its trust level is 2; and

iv) the co-parental relationship is given a trust level 1 and it

occurs when themanufacturer of nodes is the same. Trust may

also be calculated by combining centrality and trust level.

Centrality represents that how one node is central to the other.

Hence, trust can be measured by the combination of both

parameters.

In the proposed system, each node is capable of calculating

its own predictions for the best rated services. In addition,

it computes the effectiveness of one node on another by

combining their trust and similarity. However, the proposed

recommender is not able to predict the rating for a device if

somebody has not rated it. Moreover, it is difficult to tackle

the prediction issues when searching nodes are similar to each

other.

C. TWGA

A trustworthy gateway architecture (TWGA) [30] for the IoT

environment is proposed against malicious attacks, such as

spoofing and DoS, without the involvement of a heavyweight

individual security technique. The existing trust models are

based on individual device security techniques and logical

addressing. The proposed architecture is compatible with

the existing system, which renovates the IP address of IoT

devices and uses the control server as an Identifier (ID).

The TWGA architecture consists of the following compo-

nents and their functions:

1) Initially, the path is established among trust domains

through the ID-path setup function. Both trust domains

send a device-ID, signature, and public key to each

other for establishing a trusted-ID between a home

device and an SP. The virtual IP, their ID verification,

and the public and private keys are stored in a cached-

ID table.

2) After configuration of the path, data forwarding pack-

ets along with signatures are transmitted to a smart

home gateway domain (SHGD) against the path-ID via

a forwarding function. For example, before forwarding

the ID-packet to the SHGD, the virtual IP address of

a device is transformed into a destination address-ID.

The SHGD, after verification, finds the source and

destination IP addresses with the help of a cached-ID

table and then forwards the data packet to a device

when required.

3) For the authentication and verification of packets, pri-

vate/public keys are used to verify whether the sent

ID-packet is correct or not.

4) The ID-packet engine provides a route for data packets,

while Domain Name System (DNS) converts these IDs

into IP addresses or vice versa. The cached and regis-

tered ID tables are repositories that store information

regarding private/public keys, IDs, and IP addresses.

Besides, secure key remains the same if an intruder gains

the private key by any means. That is, the intruder can inject

false data and make a repudiation attack.

D. TBBS

At the time of any emergency or accident, information shar-

ing is a time sensitive matter and requires fast responses.

Wrong emergency information may cause several distinct

problems on roads. Therefore, a secure mechanism is needed

to show if a vehicle is trustworthy and reliable or not.

In addition, it is needed to know that other vehicles can

rely on the shared data of a particular vehicle. To avoid

these issues, a trust and behavior-based system (TBBS)

is proposed in the IoT enabled vehicular ad-hoc network

(VANET) [31]. The proposed mechanism is based on behav-

ior and trust, where the traveling information and behavior

of vehicles are monitored by the base transceiver signal

station (BTSS). The proposed Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V)

and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communication system is

depicted in Figure 3.

In the TBBS, it is mandatory that all vehicles must be

equipped with collision detection sensors for the convenient

deployment of airbags. A vehicle must have a transceiver to

share information among various vehicles as well as with

the BTSS. The system architecture consists of traffic sig-

nals, IoT enabled vehicles, and speed detectors. Where the
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FIGURE 3. A scenario where two vehicles communicate using TBBS [31].

traffic signal acts as a BTSS and responsible for the trans-

fer of data to vehicles. Moreover, vehicles should be IoT

enabled for continuous communications and transmit data to

the BTSS or other vehicles. Furthermore, the detectors are

responsible to identify the speed of moving vehicles. The

detectors notify the BTTS or other vehicles in case of over

speeding.

Every node has a default trust value and these values are

stored in a vehicle, which can be used in the future if required.

Later on, the behavior-based trust value will depend on three

attributes, i.e., review, sensory data, and mobile agents. The

review is the data taken from vehicles. The vehicles can get

information regarding the route that they expect to travel

on. This information can also be based on traffic status,

road accidents, expected travel time, and any other alternate

available route.

The speed detector collects information of moving vehicles

and creates sensory data to know if a vehicle is moving

above or within the speed limit. The detection of an over-

speeding vehicle helps to analyze those nodes which may

cause collisions. The detector works as an event-driven func-

tion and uploads information to the BTSS or a moving node

towards the BTSS.

A mobile agent starts to process its functions when a crash

is reported by a vehicle. The BTSS selects a mobile agent to

prove the claim. These agents may be vehicles traveling along

the route, insurance agents, or nearby police cars.

This approach is a step to minimize collisions by identi-

fying the speed and monitoring them with the help of traffic

signals. The TBBS is useful for vehicles to collect data and

learn from that data to establish an intelligent network. The

system can be helpful if deployed in parking lots and may

act as a warehouse to collect vehicles’ information about a

selective route. However, the TBBS is a theoretical model

and at this stage it is difficult to predict its performance and

effectiveness.

E. MAG-SIOT

The author introduced the concept of SIoT [32], which

is based on the Alan Fiske’s relationship model for the

social IoT structure [33]. The relationship among social

devices/objects is calculated with respect to four inter-

relationships, i.e., (i) ownership object relationship, (ii) co-

location object relationship, (iii) parental object relationship,

and (iv) social object relationship. The main issue is how

to develop trust among devices in a social relation [34].

In the proposed model, i.e., multiplicative attribute graph

for social IoT (MAG-SIoT) [32], trust metrics are used to

compute trust among devices. These metrics include social

relationships [33], and the context in which the relationship

is described [35].

The devices in SIoT possess various characteristics, such as

location, operating system, and device type that create affinity

among heterogeneous devices. The existing SIoT models

cover only the direct relationship among objects, which can-

not be created for the newly added device. To overcome this

problem, the MAGmodel is proposed to compute trust on the

basis of defined node attributes. These attributes are assigned

to nodes on the basis of which the edge probability of two

nodes is calculated [34].

The MAG model [34] represents node e as a vector of

attribute a(e). The affinity for an attribute i is a matrix Θi.

The size of the matrix depends upon the size of the attributes

taken, for example, if the value of i = [0, 1] i.e., the binary

value, then Θi is a 2x2 matrix. The probability of the link

pl(e1,e2) is the product of these values. In this case, 00,

01, 10, and 11 correspond to two rows and two columns.

The context of a social relationship is also important and is

thereby adopted from [36]. If a new object appears in the

SIoT, then nodes in the co-location relationship will validate

the trustworthiness of the newly added device on the basis of

a triangularizationmethod [33]. In theMAGmodel, unknown

attributes of the newly added object are evaluated on the basis

of known trusted object pairs.

Hence, the proposed model is suitable to establish the rela-

tionship based on nodes’ affinity. However, the MAG model

is inappropriate when the number of attributes increases as it

expands the affinity matrix.

F. ATES

The Adaptive Trust Estimation Scheme (ATES) [37] is pro-

posed for trust management of an IoT device by using both

personal and non-personal trust values. When a user interacts

with an IoT device, its personal trust value is calculated

through the following three methods:

1) The current situation of a device is presented in the

current situation vector (CSV), which is comprised of

several attributes, such as device type, manufacturer,

device task, and functions. On the basis of device
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type, the same users’ interaction history with the same

type of devices is extracted, which reflects some trust

level [38].

2) The obtained CSV’s characteristics are sent to the

server for the experience history extraction, which con-

tains interaction history records of the same type of

devices used by different users as targeted devices. The

history reflects users’ positive and negative interactions

with the same type of devices [39].

3) The difference between situation (i) and (ii) is mapped

into M5 tree regression model to obtain the trust value.

The non-personal trust value is computed through stereo-

typical reputation from the experience of other users [40].

However, the final trust value is dependent upon the choice

of user, i.e., whether to use the concern device or not. The

interaction trust value is marked as 1 in the table and −1 in

case of non-interaction of users with the desired device.

The evaluation of ATES is done through questionnaires as a

measuring tool. The survey’s outcomes deduce the ideal trust

value in case of first time interaction with a device. However,

the accuracy of results depends onmore number of situational

characteristics.

G. TMSMD

A collection of handheld devices are connected in IoT

through wireless sensor networks (WSNs), which are used

for information accessing at any time. WSNs have various

limitations, such as less storage, less power consumption, and

limited cryptographic mechanisms. The devices connected

in a WSN may face some malicious attacks, which have

no proper solutions. The procedures that are used in tradi-

tional networks for a user/node’s security are not suitable for

WSNs [41]. Thus, it is essential to provide a proper trust

and security model for WSN-based IoT. To maintain trust

in the WSN-based IoT environment, it is crucial to find out

malicious activities in the system. Trust management checks

out faults in the network and protects nodes and network

connections.

A security manager in the proposed model, namely Trust

Management Model for Sensor enabled Mobile Devices

(TMSMD) [41], is a single node having enough memory

and computational power, as compared to other nodes in the

battery-constrained sensor network. The duty of a security

manager is to process authentication, integrity, confidential-

ity, and availability. Authentication is done via a zero knowl-

edge protocol (ZKP) through which a user is authenticated

by the security manager without revealing its secrets. The

problem of accessing information and privacy occurs when

a huge number of devices is connected together. The security

manager handles authentication and access control mecha-

nisms [42]. Any node can access services via access control

table and is not allowed to share it with other nodes. In the

proposed model, the trust is maintained at each layer of the

network.

The Physical layer makes sure the integrity and privacy

of data. The Application layer provides the confidentiality

of services and location-aware privacy. However, because of

the clear text HTTP processing, there is no specific method

to overcome malicious attacks and maintain confidential-

ity in the IoT environment. The public key cryptography,

as compared to symmetric key cryptography, uses maximum

power as it is based on the integer factorization. The Elliptic

Curve Cryptosystem (ECC) provides sufficient security as

well as confidentiality for smaller keys in WSNs with less

overhead and processing time [43], [44]. The overhead of

key distribution is reduced by using the public key system

in which every node has its own key to publish.

The major limitation of WSNs is that transmission relies

on aggregation as there is no one-to-one link between the

source and the sink. In aggregation, data is collected from a

neighboring node, and after the integration of data it is sent

to the nearby node for maintaining security in the proposed

encryption layer. The security manager applies encryption

schemes for information gathering and keeps the confiden-

tiality of the aggregated data. A node initiates a query to the

security manager, where its job is to authenticate queries and

identify nodes in the network.

FIGURE 4. A three layered secure IoT network mode (Adapted from [41]).

In the proposed model (see Figure 4), when a node ini-

tiates a query of services from another node and there are

some intermediate nodes between them, then in the first step,

the encryption is accomplished through a public key. After

that, the decryption is completed by using a secret key, which

is finally forwarded to the node that identifies the query.

Confidentiality is provided at the time of encryption as

there is no direct link between the source and the sink, thus,

the proposed method introduces the data origin authentica-

tion. For the authentication, the identity-based digital sig-

nature is used to trust the security manager. The security

manager produces a pair of keys and, after confirmation,

sends a single key to the sink. The sink accumulates different

messages and prepares a hash of these messages. The ECC

receives the key by encrypting the hash and sends it to the

security manager, which is ultimately sent to the source. The

source then contacts the manager and decrypts the retrieved

key and verifies the identity of origin. It is easy for a user to

use services in the location-aware devices, however, it vio-

lates the privacy rules.
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In the proposed location privacy model, an individual–

having a portable device, is allowed to find the level of privacy

location. The trusted security manager plays an intermediary

node between users and other nodes in the network. After

the authentication process, the security manager receives the

query and the user then sends it to the server. The proposed

model develops trust by reducing the overhead and uses a

public key to protect data.

H. DTMS

A number of IoT connected devices are used to provide

multiple services, where these services face serious attacks,

which affect the overall communication. Malicious nodes

choose selective attacks to provide a service with less pro-

cessing requirement. Trust management checks out faults

in the system and protects nodes as well as the network

connection [45]. Establishing trust among connected devices

is the main objective of the trust management scheme and it

also finds the malicious behavior of a node. In IoT, several

trust management schemes are proposed, such as centralized

trust management [46], decentralized scheme [47], [48], and

hybrid schemes [14] which depend on the application choice

between both centralized and decentralized schemes [47].

The proposed trust management scheme, known as Dis-

tributed TrustManagement Scheme (DTMS) [45], is based on

a distributed mechanism to provide several different services

in the IoT. The trust value of each node is calculated on

direct observations, which is zero in the start. This start value

shows that there is no trust between two nodes. This value

is calculated through the discovery process by sending the

announcement packet to nearby nodes. The service provided

by each node has a reward if it is provided on time, and a

penalty if it is not provided to the nodes. When a node sends

a service request, it obtains a reward and takes a note with the

allocated weight.

The DTMS performs well to evaluate selective attacks in

a trust management model. The authors have calculated the

trust value in a collaborative IoT network with only direct

observations. Although good results can be achieved in the

defense of selective attacks, however, the chances of other

attacks such as Bad-Mouthing are high. Therefore, there is a

need for a comprehensive trust management model, which

maintains maximum trust and overcomes security-related

malicious attacks.

I. SMA

In the IoT environment, as there are different types of devices

that cooperate and interact with each other, swarm is a con-

cept that elaborates the assistance of these devices to perform

different tasks. The swarm system consists of different mod-

ules that provide cooperation among IoT devices in order to

execute different tasks. An approach to execute the swarm

process is called a semantic discovery that can either be

automated discovery or manual discovery of devices. Trust is

the most challenging feature in the swarm environment [15].

IoT is targeting to connect billions of devices, sensors,

phones, machines, and many other products that have appli-

cations in health, operations, manufacturing, smart cities, and

homes, etc. The swarm concept is applicable to such IoT

applications in order to remove the underlying complexity

and provide devices’ cooperation to perform executions. Dif-

ferent components of a swarm system require to connect and

maintain the trustworthiness [49].

One of the main focuses of IoT research is the trustwor-

thiness for the relationship and cooperation of devices in the

swarm process due to rapid increase in the number of these

devices. There are various problems in the swarm environ-

ment, such as similar components with various names, similar

components with different names, and naming conflicts that

need to be fixed. Trust is important in such environments

because malicious devices may damage the applications of

IoT. In addition, malicious devices may also exercise trust

related attacks in the IoT system. There are many proposed

models in this regard, for example, [17] and [18], however,

these studies do not focus on semantic discovery. In [18],

when the trust is calculated, it is presumed that all devices

are capable of achieving better trust values.

The Smart Middleware Architecture (SMA) [15] is pro-

posed to provide an automatic method to identity IoT devices,

calculate their semantic attributes, and estimate devices’

trustworthiness. The proposed architecture is composed of

two parts, i.e., the smart middleware architecture and the

semantic device discovery with trust evaluation. The mid-

dleware architecture (see Figure 5) takes text attributes and

data from IoT objects to calculate their semantic attributes

FIGURE 5. An example of smart middleware architecture [15].
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and trustworthiness. After processing text attributes and data

in the middleware, an output string is generated that contains

the original text, classification of its attributes, and the cal-

culated trust score of that particular device. The trust score

and the class of the IoT device (calculated by middleware)

help users to decide whether the IoT device is trustworthy to

communicate with or not. For the trust evaluation, semantic

discovery is the most important part of the SMA, which uses

text and numerical information provided by the communicat-

ing device to execute the semantic discovery. The proposed

middleware extracts text and numerical data from IoT devices

through network. Numerical data is normalized before send-

ing it to the classifier. The SMA uses this information for the

discovery of resources and calculation of the trust score. This

trust score is used for trusted communications of IoT devices.

J. DTEB

The idea of Blockchain is used for the exchange of IoT

data, which is a more powerful concept as compared to the

centralized data exchange. The centralized data exchange is

not secure and trustworthy due to the use of a third party

and the reluctance of authorities (data providers) for sharing

data [50]. The three requirements of data sharing are trusted

trading, trusted data access, and trusted privacy preserve [51].

The issue of trust is a challenging hindrance in the devel-

opment of data industry [52]. The current data exchange

platforms are unable to provide enough trust as they include

third parties in the process [53].

In order to exchange data in a complete trusted and

transparent environment, the concept of Blockchain, namely

Data Trusted Exchanged based on Blockchain (DTEB) [51],

is proposed, which was originally invented in 1991 by a

group of researchers to time stamp digital documents [54].

The proposed system works on Smart Contract that uses

the Blockchain architecture, which consists of four layers,

i.e., Interactive layer, Management layer, Network layer, and

Data layer, for exchanging data in a trusted environment. The

basic Smart Contract architecture is comprised of three parts:

Exchange management contract, data management contract,

and user management contract. The exchange management

contract further includes three kinds of contract protocols,

i.e., access contract, communicational contract, and auto

exchange contract. The access contract is responsible for

trusted data permission management, the communicational

contract records the whole data exchange process for trace-

ability purpose, and the auto exchange contract automatically

sends data access to demanders after the condition is satisfied.

Moreover, the access contract is further divided into two

sections: Data access identifier generator and data access

right exchange. As a data owner registers his/her data, a data

access ticket (DAT) is assigned to it. The DAT enables users

to access the permitted data. The data access right exchange

is responsible for setting data provision conditions as well

as implementation of automated transactions. For instance,

if data providers set conditions c1 and c2, the contact will

provide DAT to the demander upon the transaction request.

If the transaction satisfies c1 and c2, then the demander is

authorized through an access list defined for that particu-

lar data. After access is granted, users can download their

desired data from particular servers. Communicational con-

tract is determined by data demanders and data providers,

and keeps record of all transactions. When a data demander

sends a query, two parameters, data name and data provider,

are required. The same information is also needed by data

provider so that the contract is notified to both parties. When

data in the data management contract is cached by a data

provider, a separate data object contract is generated that

records basic data descriptions (e.g., name, attribute, and

data provider). Meanwhile, the access contract generates a

data access identifier to help access the required data. For a

better search efficiency, a hash table is used to perform/design

customizable and extensible classifications.

The data classification contract includes data type man-

agement, which is responsible for the creation, modification,

and storage of data objects. When users invoke the contract,

they can quickly access the data set of a corresponding type.

The user management contract controls users’ security by

keeping the nickname relationship and the user role rela-

tionship on the platform. The platform contains three main

user roles (i.e., user provider, user demander, and auditor).

The role contract maintains a role list that is used to define

responsibilities. To avoid privacy leaks, aliases and passwords

are used to interact with the system.

The proposed system is transparent and immutable to

record a transaction, however, there are still privacy issues,

which are the main concern while dealing with data exchange

in the IoT environment.

K. ABAC

The access control technology is considered to be the most

vital aspect to preserve the privacy in a variety of available

networks. In the Attribute-based Access Control (ABAC)

model [56], the focus is to connect nodes having data for shar-

ing/sending based on trust characteristics. The main objective

of the proposed ABAC system is to achieve the goal that

the information may only be utilized for particular nodes.

In addition, the data must also remain protected from mali-

cious nodes. This model contains three modules, i.e., authen-

tication, trust evaluation, and access decision.

The purpose of authentication is to limit illegal nodes from

penetrating into the IoT. When a node passes the authen-

tication phase, the system assigns it an authentication cer-

tificate. In the trust evaluation, the outcome of a node is

obtained by calculating the trust value and comparing it

with the trust threshold. After the result received, a node’s

trust level is managed according to the trust value. The trust

evaluation algorithm is based on fuzzy sets. For the manage-

ment of weight, the entropy is used, which is adjusted by

experts’ knowledge. The aim of using entropy is to secure

the trust reliability and objectivity. The degree of a node’s

trust depends on trust data as well as the data that has

been extracted for the trust estimation. Consequently, this
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information affects the efficacy of authorization. Generally,

the trust data set is represented as G = e1, e2, e3... . .ei,

and the evaluation level along with the degree of trust is

represented as G = g1, g2, g3... . .gj. After placing E and

G, the fuzzy evaluation gets en to gn group degree of trust.

The access decision process consists of four policy points,

i.e., policy execution, policy decision, policy information,

and policy management. The policy execution point receives

requests and executes the authorization. The policy decision

point defines the access request. The policy information point

stores the access control policy and executes the required

actions for the policy decision point. While the policy man-

agement point is responsible for managing the access process.

In addition, the policy management also has the authority to

add, alter, and remove the data saved at the policy information

point.

Hence it can be concluded that the proposed model pro-

vides a robust authorization as the trust level changes with

the nodes’ behavior. Another vital aspect of this system is

a higher level of scalability and the ability of quick decision

making. However, it is still not clear that how this system will

perform when one node interacts with several other nodes at

the same time.

L. ATBP

Adaption Trust Based Protocol (ATBP) [20] is proposed to

allow security measures among nodes of a social network.

The ATBP utilizes a trust policy that should be followed by

all nodes in a network. This protocol is used to protect the IoT

network and restrict data access. It suggests an application for

travelers, known as map guide, which can be installed on a

smartphone for trust calculation either directly or indirectly.

In the direct calculation, two communicating devices estab-

lish trust based on their behavior and mutual relationship.

On the other hand, using the indirect method, the previous

behavior– recorded by neighboring nodes, is used as rec-

ommendation for communications. The direct calculation is

more reliable than the indirect calculation, because in the

latter one the trust level makes users feel comfortable to use

their private data online. It also helps users make decisions in

various scenarios.

The proposed protocol considers the honesty as a trust

property to cope with Bad-Mouthing attacks. It has also been

proved that trust and reputation ratings of individual nodes

in distributed environments of social media are effective

approaches for improving security, decision making support,

and promotion of collaboration among nodes. Moreover,

all nodes maintain friend lists thanks to their trustworthi-

ness. Therefore, when two nodes communicate with each

other, they exchange their friend lists. This strategy supports

android travel map guide to decide the best route according

to current situations, road conditions, and recommendations.

The ATBP is useful in deciding the best route so as to

avoid traffic congestion and accidents, and provide safe and

smooth drive. However, it is not confirmed that how trust can

be calculated from thementioned properties and how accurate

it will be. Furthermore, the travel map guide application gives

an easy access to applications, but it may be hindered in high

dynamic situations.

M. DCTEPF

In the IoT network, subscribers always interact with a huge

amount of information wherein they are unaware of the

source of information that they receive. In such situations,

trust plays an important role in providing reliable services.

To build the trust of an entity, metrics and attributes are

defined on the basis of reputation, experience, and knowl-

edge (REK) [57]. These attributes are then combined and

some methods are utilized to assess recommendations and

trust [58]. Knowledge consists of data obtained from the first

party and is computed by various attributes such as tem-

poral attributes, i.e., frequency and duration of interactions,

relationship attributes, e.g., cooperativeness, co-location,

parental, and co-work. For the intelligent decision making,

trust is computed based on two other metrics, i.e., social and

nonsocial trust. The prior is calculated based on persistence,

willingness, and confidence [59], whereas the later is defined

on the basis of disposition, competence, dependence, and

fulfillment [60].

The data centric trust evaluation and prediction frame-

work (DCTEPF) [55] consists of various modules, for exam-

ple, trust data access object, trust service enabler, decision

making and prediction, data repository, TrustComputation,

trust agent, and Application Programming Interface (API),

as depicted in Figure 6 [55]. Trust metrics related to both

data and entity are calculated separately in a module called

trust metrics extraction. Data requirements are identified by

decision making and trust computation prediction modules.

Trust computation happens parallel with various kinds of

models such as machine learning model, numerical model,

and prediction model. Trust agents are responsible for infor-

mation gathering and computing. Then, significant data is

gathered and computed in the data access object (DAO)

module, and is kept in a warehouse for further utilization.

Moreover, important attributes are estimated and combined

on the basis of REK trust model, while decision making takes

place based on these attributes.

Data trust is calculated by considering some attributes,

such as the ratio of records, the cost of task execution,

the success of task execution, and the time difference between

information accuracy and. An algorithm is used for the

trust prediction of various subscribers and trustees, where

attributes are provided to the algorithm for the trust com-

putation. This system is useful in computing trust between

information sources and a trustee whether there is no prior

interaction between them. The system is also useful to filter

incorrect data. However, it is not suitable for handling con-

textual data for the prediction of trust.

N. TrustCEP

The Internet technology is shifting gradually and physical

things are getting fastened to ramp up ubiquitous networks,
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FIGURE 6. Data centric trust evaluation and prediction framework [55].

i.e., IoT. In IoT, various sensor-equipped devices are con-

nected together in order to collect as much information about

their surroundings as possible. It provides a platform for

context-aware computation by allowing interaction among

different users and applications. There is a need for the iden-

tification of events, determining their pattern, and analyzing

their meaningfulness/impact, which are achieved through the

Complex Event Processing (CEP) [61].

The CEP is used to extract complex contexts in different

event streams by analyzing their patterns. While studying

CEP, some terminologies are used frequently, which need to

be explained.

Operator: It is a computing module.

Function: It is used for the analysis of input event streams

such as aggregation and filtering [62].

Operator graph: It is a tree-like structure, called directed

acyclic graph (DCG), and is responsible for the connection

between the producer and consumers. In event streaming, this

graph decides that which operator should execute first [63].

CEP can be placed on one of many devices and thereby

forms a distributed system that shows device-to-device com-

munications [64], [65]. One of the major drawbacks in the

CEP operator placement is a privacy threat. When contexts

get processed in a distributed environment then privacy issue

becomes crucial. Thus, in order to deal with the privacy of

data, a privacy-aware mechanism is needed. The proposed

model is influenced by the combined concept of three existing

models, i.e., CEPmodel, systemmodel, and adversarymodel.

According to the TrustCEP Model [61], users are catego-

rized into two classes, i.e., the producer and the consumer.

The producer and consumers are connected through DAG,

generally termed as operator graph, which includes the col-

lection of operators. These operators serve as computing

modules and prescribe the events. This model was proposed

to show some sensitivity level when an event occurs. This

sensitivity level helps to determine the desired privacy of

users. This model aided the assumptions that every user has

to define their own sensitivity level according to their privacy

constraints and device specifications.

The second source, from which the idea was leveraged to

support the proposed architecture, is System Model. It helps

to assume that all devices in a network must be viewable by

other devices during the execution of a specific query. No sin-

gle hidden entity is allowed to become part of a network,

which can violate the privacy of other devices. Moreover,

the movement of all devices is assumed to be not highly

dynamic so that they will remain in a viewable range during

a specific operation [63], [66].

The third model to support the proposed work is Adversary

Model. From adversarymodel, the idea of operator placement

was taken only on glorified devices [67]. The main focus

is on two primary attacks, i.e., collision attacks and On-Off

attacks. Collision attacks are those attacks in which some

devices collectively try to control the system and hack private

information. In On-Off attacks, a device swiftly gets turned

into despiteful entity while playing a malicious role.

Trust based distributed CEP is based on mutual trust

between two users. The proposed approach involves the fol-

lowing steps:

• Measurement of mutual trust

• Improvement of mutual trust between two users

• Algorithm for analyzing privacy awareness
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1) MEASUREMENT OF MUTUAL TRUST

The strength of the relationship between two users is based on

their trust, which can be measured by the data shared between

them [68]. Data shared can be analyzed by looking into their

interactions either from synchronous (calls) or asynchronous

(messages) channels [69], [70].

2) IMPROVEMENT OF MUTUAL TRUST BETWEEN USERS

In this phase, the trust vector is shared in users who analyze

the trust vector and give a recommendation. Then the follow-

ing approach is followed:

• Determine the credibility of recommendation

• Detect changes in behavior

• Update existing values with recommended ones

This assessment is based on similaritymeasures of distance

between trust vectors. Based on trust values and recom-

mendations, users can assess the divergence in trust values.

If both have the same divergence of trust values then the

data can be adjusted. For this purpose, conservative increase

and multiplicative decrease principles are used depending

on the valences of divergence. As a result, every user looks

into the divergence of his recommendations as compared to

other users’ recommendations. Moreover, every user should

penalize other users who are givingmalicious trust values and

as a result, the trust value of that user goes down. Similarly,

if a user is not giving any falsified values then his trust value

increases for the loyalty.

In On-Off attacks, those users who give falsified values are

marked as benevolent users, and after a certain threshold limit

they are marked as malicious users and are then penalized.

3) TRUST BASED OPERATOR PLACEMENT

With the help of algorithm, a trust-based CEP graph is

obtained. Initially, every user tries to find neighboring users,

looks into their trust vectors, and based on privacy constraints

they adjust their recommendation vectors. If there are no

neighboring users then the graph is initiated on their own

device and requests are placed for collaborating placement

requests. Upon a conflict in the request, a conflict message

is initiated if there is any user who can look into the path

conflicting and give the recommendation vector. The initiator

looks into the request, modifies the graph, and finally exe-

cutes it.

Besides, the proposed model fails to provide support in

a scenario where a high mobility is involved. It is assumed

that dynamic devices will remain in the range of execution,

however, in a real scenario, devices may be highly dynamic.

Therefore, additional mechanisms are required to deal with a

high mobility of devices in a network [63], [64].

O. MAPE-K

The integration of IoT with Cloud computing provides con-

venience in the complexity and reduction of cost as Cloud

computing has different capabilities such as processing and

storage, and emerges as a mature technology [71]. Because

of the autonomic and dynamic nature of the Cloud, environ-

mental trust management is a difficult task. The deployment

of Cloud of things is complex because of low computational

capacity [72].

Existing studies focus on trust management without con-

sidering the autonomic and dynamic nature of the IoT envi-

ronment. Autonomic computing means to equip devices to

show an adaptive behavior towards the dynamically changing

situations such as self-configuration, management, protec-

tion, and openness. Trust is also considered as a service [73],

however, the calculations of feedback management is a diffi-

cult task due to the unpredictable number of devices and their

autonomic behavior. A MAPE-K (Monitor, Analyze, Plan,

Execute, Knowledge) loop based autonomic trust manage-

ment framework [72] is proposed to handle dynamic envi-

ronments. It is helpful for the adaptive trust management in

the IoT Cloud environment and provides facility to tackle

malicious recommendations from other devices.

The concept of distributed trust agents is used in MAPE-K

feedback loop to provide quick response. The information is

aggregated and filtered in the monitoring module. In the Ana-

lyze module, all gathered information is evaluated by agents,

and if any changes are required then it is passed to the Plan

module. The Plan module performs actions on the collected

data to achieve the desired result. Actions recommended by

the Plan function is managed in the Execution phase based

on device behaviors. The Trust Executor acts as an open

API in the MAPE-K framework. The processed data from

all phases is known as knowledge, which is used for decision

making and is shared among distributed trust agents. The data

includes all contextual and topological information. System

now handles dynamic issues and becomes self-adaptive. The

proposed model gathers environmental and contextual infor-

mation from the IoT environment and sends it to theMAPE-K

loop framework.

The proposed architecture is comprised of three layers,

i.e., Cloud network layer, Service consumer layer, and Appli-

cations and service layer. In the Cloud network layer, intel-

ligent computing is used to obtain related parameters. These

parameters are used for decision making from the MAPE-K

loop. The Service layer consists of APIs that facilitate client

access towards the services and filter the required informa-

tion.

Below are the key features of the MAPE-K framework:

• Availability: It shows the reachability between the Cloud

system and the target environment.

• Scalability: It refers to the capability of handling IoT

devices.

• Accessibility: It denotes the ubiquity of services through

the Internet.

• Flexibility: It signifies the distributed trust agents that

provide flexible environment to handle dynamic situa-

tions.

The proposed model contributes in increasing the dynamic

trust management level by using a self-adaptation method.
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However, the problem occurs when the service disrupts or the

data attributes increase from its limit. The model may also

have some problems in handling malicious nodes.

P. TDFDS

With the advancement of smart devices and popularity of IoT,

the number of connected devices to the Internet increases on a

daily basis. The huge amount of data that is produced by these

devices would be stored on clouds [10] and used by different

distributed systems. By storing data on clouds, there are cer-

tain security threats that need to be resolved [74]. It requires

a proper framework to develop trust between humans and

machines. For this purpose, a lot of effort has been done by

researchers to create trust among distributed systems and to

compensate challenges of interoperability [75]–[78].

For complex interactions, two main approaches are used

for trustworthiness, i.e., policy-based and reputation-based.

Policy-based approaches are time independent that aremostly

used in firewalls to authenticate the user access. On the other

hand, reputation-based models use gray-levels based on the

history of experiences faced by other users. Another way

to represent trust is to use PROTUNE predicates by using

trust function having parameters of trustors and trustees [79].

However, a framework is needed that can evaluate trust in

dynamic and different situations.

The proposed Trust-based Development Framework for

Distributed System (TDFDS) [74] has four main pillars,

which define different variables of trust and each pillar is put

on PROTUNE to test trust. These pillars include environment,

customer, business requirement, and technology.

• Environment: It contains technological attributes as well

as social, cultural, and religious factors.

• Customer: It consists of system and human intelligence

as well as habits, genders, and physical abilities.

• Business Requirement: It includes attributes that effect

the trust.

• Technology: It comprises security and usability.

It is to be noted that the trust evaluation framework is

integrated with applications as a separate trust evaluation

module for the cost effectiveness.

Since every web application runs on the server, the server

related hardware should be trustworthy. The hardware can

be made trustable by working on physical attacks, malicious

node attacks, reverse engineering, and hardware processing

speed [80], [81]. Similarity, in the software platform, appli-

cation server, operating system, and database management

system cooperate with each other for the enhancement of

security and usability [82] to meet the software trust level.

The proposed trust framework provides trust for online

integrated and distributed applications. It also addresses secu-

rity threats for applications, which have different nature

of problems. The security trust model defines trust levels

through variables that work for different distributed systems.

Besides, the model addresses only limited risk vulnerabilities

and does not take into consideration the security related to

unknown risks of the Cloud. During the running of an applica-

tion, it does not offer security mechanisms for administrators.

Q. CBSTM-IoT

The Context-based Social Trust Model for the Internet of

Things (CBSTM-IoT) [21] is designed to increase the col-

laboration among trusted nodes and limit the interaction of

suspicious devices. In the CBSTM-IoT model, node transac-

tion factors and node social relationship factors are two basic

components for trust calculations. The node transaction factor

relies on the following four parameters:

• Context Importance: It refers to how often an interaction

in a specific context may occur. More context specific

interaction leads to more weight.

• Node Computation Power [83]: It signifies the decrease

in computational power and capability of a node to act

maliciously.

• Confidence [84]: It reflects that how many recommen-

dations of trusts are coming from other nodes to a par-

ticular device.

• Feedback: It shows the performance evaluation of a node

after the transaction is completed. Each node has its own

evaluation for every transaction.

Similarly, node’s social relationship is the combination of

the following two parameters:

• Owner Trust: It depends on two factors, i.e., a) friend-

ship, which refers to the entire mutual friends of two

owners, and b) centrality that depicts the node’s influ-

ence in a social network.

• SIoT Relationship [28]: It expresses the type of relation-

ship among nodes characterized by relationship factor.

A single owner having two nodes refers to a high relation-

ship value, while no relationship among nodes depicts a low

relationship value. In the CBSTM-IoT, the higher relationship

value indicates a higher trust. The CBSTM-IoT integrates all

trust factors for the trust calculation at the time of nodes’

interaction. Trust is calculated for each node by a specific

value in the range of [0-1], when two nodes have interaction

with each other. These calculations are based on Direct and

Indirect trust.

Direct trust is calculated when the direct interaction takes

place between two nodes. That is, if node i and j have no

interaction earlier then it means that there is no trust value as

there is no relationship between them. Thus, the relationship

value is set to 0.5. The relationship value is set to 1 if node

i and j have already interacted in any context. Conversely,

the Indirect trust shows the recommendations of other nodes

for node i to interact with node j, if and only if node i has

no interaction with j in any context. Node i calculates the

trust value by the recommendations of other nodes having

interactions with node j in a specific context.

The CBSTM-IoT is an adaptive model that can adjust itself

according to the behavioral pattern changes in the IoT envi-

ronment. In addition, this model does not depend on specific

nodes and peers. However, there might be some malicious
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nodes that may behave fairly sometimes and allocate higher

trust values to other nodes as indirect recommendations.

Thus, the more indirect recommendations, the more decrease

in the accuracy and performance of trust calculations.

R. TIMELY TRUST

The Timely Trust framework [85] identifies the demand of

IoT in global virtual teams (GVTs) and tells how the swift

trust formation in GVTs is affected by different cultures.

As the world is becoming ‘‘Global Village’’, multinational

corporations must rely on the IoT environment to increase

the performance of GVTs. A GVT is a team that consists

of people from different countries and geographical regions

having differences in their cultures, languages, and time

zones, which are grouped together to perform a specific

task. GVTs have less face interaction but highly dependent

on communications technology [86]. GVTs have common

shared objectives on which they work across geographical

boundaries and depends on technology such as computers to

communicate. They do not have any previous working record

with each other and also have cultural differences.

The IoT has given soul to different electronic devices to

make human life comfortable with respect to many applica-

tions, for example, smart cities, smart offices, smart health-

care, smart transportation, and smart communication systems

[19], [87], [88]. Computing devices and the Internet, known

as IoT, provide a way of electronic communications between

people and devices [10], [89] and therefore make the work

structure of GVTs more effective. The main objective is

to trust strangers that collaborate in GVTs to work in a

distributed global environment. Trust should be developed

rapidly so that teams around the globe perform their functions

effectively. One of the goals of GVTs is to complete tasks and

projects fast and effectively within a prescribed time.

As mentioned earlier that GVTs are formed from differ-

ent cultures, trust behaviors must be considered that depend

on cultural values. Some cultures first establish relationship

among teammembers to perform efficient tasks, while others

focus on completing their projects regardless of relation-

ships [90]. The idea describes the IoT usage with respect to

cultural differences and motivates the use of IoT in a virtual

global structure.

IoT paves the way for sending and receiving information

at a geographical distance where connectivity exists. Thus,

the concept of smart devices provides fast and successful

communication among all GVT members [91]. The GVT

members use cloud servers for data storage and create effi-

cient project management [91]. Due to these embedded IoT

concepts, the GVT members can easily communicate by

using video calls or voice messages and also access data from

shared storages.

Besides, privacy and security are major challenges in the

interconnectedness of thousands of IoT devices. People will

no more trust when they come to know that their record and

data may not be safe on the Internet [19]. In addition, when

data is stored on remote servers and is shared over different

regions, there may be chances of cyber-attacks, as happened

recently with Facebook [92], and therefore the GVTmembers

may lose trust on smart services.

S. DTRM

In the IoT network, malicious nodes open up the issues of

users’ security and privacy [93]. In order to avoid these mali-

cious attacks, several cryptographic algorithms have been

designed to provide users’ security and authenticity [46].

The IoT devices may differ in computational power, stor-

age capability, communication ability, and sensitivity. A dis-

tributed trust and reputation model (DTRM) [94] is proposed,

which is the extension of [46] and [95], to overcome their

limitations and classify trustworthy communication channels.

Instead of using a centralized environment for trust calcula-

tion, the DTRM focuses on distributed environment to make

IoT devices capable of handling processing by themselves.

The model also proposes different levels of security, which

are suitable for sensitive devices in the IoT environment.

This model classifies stronger devices as ‘‘Alpha’’ nodes,

which are declared and configured during the model setup.

The alpha nodes in the system are responsible for assigning

jobs, collecting data, and profiling of IoT devices. In addition,

it keeps record of all devices and manages them according

to their requirements. Some devices share similar data where

their functionalities are grouped together in the form of vir-

tual clusters. The sensitivity of data is very important factor in

the IoT, therefore, the proposed model defines different levels

of security, which minimizes computing power for trans-

mitting publically available information. Some information

needs public access, for example, weather broadcast, while

others are kept confidential such as patient record. Thus,

different levels of security are defined in the proposed model.

To handle this scenario, the DTRM uses flag parameters.

If flag is 0 then information is publicly provided, while it is

1 in the case of confidential information.

The proposed model is classified into seven different

phases to perform smooth computations in the IoT environ-

ment. The first phase is data collection where a detailed col-

lection of information is stored by alpha nodes. In the second

phase, virtual clustering, similar devices are identified based

on collected information and are placed in a virtual cluster.

In the third phase, weight calculation, virtual clustering is

exercised to find device recommendations so that to calculate

the trust values of particular devices. The quality of rec-

ommendations helps the system to give trust score to IoT

nodes. The fourth phase is transaction, wherein the flag is

set to either 0 or 1 on the basis of data collection in the first

phase. The fifth phase is called trust computation where trust

scores are calculated for each device. The sixth phase is node

classification in which a proper decision is taken regarding

devices, i.e., to know if a particular node is trustworthy or not.

This decision is based on summation and averaging of the

output of all neurons in a network of similar class [96]. The

last phase, rating update, compels nodes to rate other devices

on the successful completion of transaction. The rating ranges
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from 0 to 5, where 0 indicates a bad experience and 5 shows

the best experience.

The proposed model provides protection against Bad-

Mouthing, Good-Mouthing, and ballot attacks as it mainly

focuses on classifying trustworthy devices from malicious

ones. However, some attacks are difficult to handle, such as

distributed denial of service (DDOS), Man-In-The-Middle

(MIM), and wormwhole attacks.

T. ANTs

The proposed concept of Application-Driven Network Trust

Zones (ANTs) [97] classifies the network into trust zones

that depend upon the application layer, where communica-

tions take place in the medium access control (MAC) layer.

By doing so, there are certain benefits, for example, a trusted

device can be used to check new nodes and reconfigure the

existing trust zones. The formulation of trusted zones restricts

remote communications, thus, the damage caused by mali-

cious nodes can be limited and the overall network is saved

from several kinds of attacks. With a huge number of devices

in a smart building, the probability that a device is compro-

mised cannot be calculated easily, but it can be assumed that

increase in the number of devices upsurges the probability of

attacks.

The proposed model puts all devices in a separate network

at the MAC layer so as to reduce the impact of malicious

nodes. The trusted zones may contain only those devices

that are present at the application layer. This phenomenon

prevents sensitive nodes from malicious attacks in the net-

work. The single trusted device in a network can monitor

the descriptions of all participating nodes in a smart building

[98]. In addition, this device can also act as a certificate

authority to authenticate all nodes in a smart building.

The ANTs scheme can reduce the unwanted and malicious

communication in smart buildings. In case of finding any

compromised node in a network, the trusted device creates a

new set of credentials to minimize the attack’s ratio. The gen-

eral concept of ANTs involves IEEE 802.11s standard [99],

WPA/WPA2 [100] and SAE [101] protocols. The application

layer uses machine-to-machine (M2M) protocol, named Con-

strained Application Protocol (CoAP) [102]. The embedded

devices used in smart buildings are termed as end devices

(ED) in the proposed concept of ANTs. The trust zones can

form independent network and EDs in the network can be

configured frequently by using SAE, IP, DTLS, or CoAP

protocols. The ED becomes part of the network and config-

ures more joining nodes to a smart building network. These

devices then communicate over a secure channel using Smart

Home Gateways (SHGW). The SHGW classifies nodes into

trusted zones by checking similar attributes. It may also work

as a monitoring device to check the behavior of all EDs,

identifymalicious nodes, and exclude them from the network.

However, designing proper strategies and routines to put EDs

into the trusted zones is a challenging issue.

To overcome this problem, an algorithm must be designed

for putting similar EDs into the trusted zone, excluding

malicious nodes immediately, and reconfiguring all devices

in the network. The suitability of ANTs has not been tested

in a real network scenario.

U. TAS-IoT

As IoT has a low powered dynamic environment, it is difficult

to provide efficient security services by using static security

mechanisms because it consumes a lot of resources whether

required or not. Different mechanisms adequate for differ-

ent situations focus on adaptive security [103]–[107], for

instance, an adaptive game based security model [104]. Trust

management embodies the concept of confidence between

two nodes, i.e., trust between a trustee and a trustor [14].

In the proposed Trust-based Adaptive Security in the

IoT (TAS-IoT) model [108], nodes are categorized into two

classes, i.e., legitimate nodes, which are allowed to post mes-

sages, and non-legitimate nodes that are not allowed to post

messages but some time they post bogus messages to disturb

the communication. To authenticate messages, an authenti-

cator is appended with every message by the legitimate node.

It prevents non-legitimate nodes to post false messages in the

network and reduces power consumption by authenticating

data at its origin. On the basis of trust between two nodes,

each node decides whether to authenticate the received mes-

sage or not. A trust value is associated with each node that

has values between 0 and 1. This trust value is associated on

the basis of observations, experience, and recommendations.

After the trust value is calculated, an adaptive function is

used to decide whether to authenticate the message or not.

If the trust value exceeds the threshold value then it means

that the node (trustee) wins the trust of another node. Thus,

the receiver (trustor) decides to legitimize messages from the

trustee with no further need to specifically authenticate them.

On the other hand, if the trust value is less than the thresh-

old value then the receiver decides that there is a need to

manually authenticate the message from the sender rather

than legitimizing it.

V. CTM-IoT

Centralized Trust Management Mechanism for the Internet

of Things (CTM-IoT) [109] is proposed to offer reliable

information sharing among IoT devices. The model com-

prises a super node to function as a centralized trust manager

(see Figure 7). The IoT environment is divided into clusters

for achieving trustworthy communications among different

devices, where each cluster includes a trust manager, known

as master node. The super node stores trust data of all master

nodes and cluster nodes in the central repository. The super

node is also responsible to monitor various activities, such as

traffic management of the entire network and trust manage-

ment among all IoT devices. It also sends and monitors Inter-

net data packets between the master node and cluster nodes,

and the IoT applications and the master node. An IoT appli-

cation can request information regarding a particular cluster

node by simply sending a request message to the master node
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FIGURE 7. CTM-IoT that consists of three clusters, where each cluster includes master nodes; three IoT applications; and a super node that
stores trusted data of all master nodes [109].

of a specific cluster. It can also provide information if any

cluster node or IoT application requests certain data.

Furthermore, the super node has a repository wherein

trust values of all master nodes are stored along with their

addresses. The repository functions as a routing table to

record the trusted information as well as structure of the

network, and supervises all devices that which one has to

join which cluster in the CTM-IoT framework. The primary

goal of the CTM-IoT is to provide trust among IoT nodes

that can be achieved through super nodes, which are the main

trust manager of the entire framework. However, without

comparison with existing schemes, it is early to predict that

the proposed approach outperforms others.

W. TMCoI-SIOT

A trust management system based on communities of interest

for the Social Internet of Things (TMCoI-SIOT) [110] has

been proposed to incorporate various features such as social

modeling of trust, direct and indirect trust, and transaction

factors. The proposed mechanism focuses on the social Inter-

net and integrates several parameters of trust on the basis of

direct and indirect evaluation. The TMCoI-SIOT architecture

utilizes the concept of clustering and divides nodes into

communities based on interest [111]. The architecture of the

TMCoI-SIOT is shown in Figure 8, where a network has a

dedicated SIOT server, nodes that are clustered together as a

community, and the trust administrator tomanage the security

of SIOT.

The formation of a community begins by the authentication

of a node. If a node wants to join the SIOT then the SIOT

server authenticates it. After the authentication, the node is

allowed to join the community of its own interest or either

it can start creating its own community. Furthermore, every

community has their own unique trust administrator. The

selection of a trust administrator is based on trust and the

parameters used for trust evaluation are comprised of trust

level, capability, and sociability of a node.

After the selection of trust administrator, the re-selection

of administrator begins if admin becomes malicious, loses its

connection with nodes, leaves the entire community or an

authorized area of the community. The responsibilities of

admin include the calculation and storage of trust values.

When a new node sends a joining request to the admin then

it calculates the trust and compares it with the threshold
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FIGURE 8. The TMCoI-SIOT architecture [110].

value. If a trust value is greater, the admin examines the

node’s similarities and geographical area to accept the joining

request.

The strength of TMCoI-SIOT is such that its architecture

is based on clusters, which helps to reduce challenges asso-

ciated with the memory storage. The proposed scheme is

evaluated against On-Off attacks, however, the effectiveness

of the proposed mechanism is uncertain for Good-Mouthing

as well as Bad-Mouthing attacks.

X. CTMS-SIOT

SIOT is a flourishing area of research that arose due to the

merging of social networking concept and IoT, and caused the

birth of advanced and sophisticated applications [112]. Trust

management system (TMS) being the most reliable security

mechanism puts forward the need for research regarding

trust prediction and evaluation [113]. The TMS considers

historical behavior and entity rather than its context. Nodes’

heterogeneity and mobility make IoT incompatible with the

available Internet solutions.

The Context-based Trust Management System for the

Social Internet of Things (CTMS-SIOT) [114] was proposed

to consider dynamic trust values along with relative context

in different tasks to keep a realistic approach. In this model,

the nature of architecture (centralized or decentralized) is

based on computational complexity, where a node’s life time

decreases due to data storage in a decentralized architecture.

Themodel contains variable objects, user compatibility based

service, and a trust management system considering a contex-

tual and feedback approach. It consists of twomodules, which

are responsible for contextual trust and reputation in addi-

tion to behavioral categorization and prediction. Furthermore,

the CTMS-SIOT also includes a feedback system to evaluate

certain or uncertain transactions, transaction weight, compu-

tation capability weight, and context weight.

In the trust computation process, initial trust values are

assigned by neighbors based on their mutual relationship.

Object relationships can be of three types, i.e., ownership

relationship, domestic relationship, and social relationship.

In the owner relationship, the objects are introduced in the

SIoT by a particular user. The domestic relationship involves

objects that have a common workplace. While the social

relationship is formed due to mutual interest. In the first two

relationships, no malicious nodes can be found, which result

in higher trust values.

The trust request from a user triggers the discovery mech-

anism, where lack of history in the local trust table compels

a user to send a trust request query to the server. Upon

the user request, the trust manager initiates the entity selec-

tion process on the basis of past interaction or prediction

of compatibility using a decision tree algorithm, for exam-

ple, Quinlan C4.5 [115]. The proposed model is used to

calculate social similarities between the requester and the

selected node by comparing similar and different aspects of

the sample set, which include friendship similarity, commu-

nity interest list similarity, and object profile similarity. After

calculating similarities, the system initiates the assessment

of nodes’ credibility. Finally, the evaluation of transaction

occurs, which considers requester’s satisfaction feedback and

server level that measures contextual trust and reputation.

The CTMS-SIOT carefully controls a dynamic environment

while providing efficient services. However, it depends on the

past interaction or prediction of compatibility, which may be

wrong and therefore reduces the system trustworthiness.
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Y. TMF-VSN

In Vehicular Social Networks (VSNs), vehicles, infrastruc-

ture, and connectivity points, i.e., road side units (RSUs),

are the core components. To guarantee a trusted communi-

cation, these modules develop an essential issue. A trust-

based model, known as trust management framework (TMF),

is proposed for VSN– know as TMF-VSN [116], which is

based on three layers of trust for the VSN environment. These

layers are interconnected in three levels and work mutually.

Global Trust Manager (GTM) lies on the top level that holds

the authentication of vehicles’ profiles in a network. Also,

it maintains a profile list about the data of individual vehicles,

which include two lists, i.e., history trust list and friend list.

A new subordinate of the system is Domain Trust Man-

ager (DTM) that holds the history, domain, and relationship

profiles of each individual vehicle. The entire communica-

tion takes place between Vehicle to RSU and RSU-to-RSU.

Each vehicle maintains its information in its own list, namely

Vehicular Trust Monitor (VTM). Each vehicle must maintain

four types of information regarding the lists, i.e., internal

friend list, direct neighbor list, indirect neighbor list, and

history trust list. Moreover, the TMF-VSN comprises four

modules, i.e., friend trust, neighbor trust, global trust, and

history trust modules. In the friend trust module, the trust

evaluation takes place into two parts, i.e., external friend

trust and internal friend trust. And thus the vehicles are

also divided into two lists, known as external friend list and

internal friend list.

In the neighbor trust module, the trust evaluation occurs

where neighbors are divided into two lists, i.e., direct and

indirect lists. And therefore the trust should also be either

direct or indirect based on the neighbor nodes’ placement.

The history trust module provides a global trust representa-

tion of vehicles, where the calculation of friend trust, neigh-

bor trust, and history trust is combined in the global trust

module.

The proposed system can improve the network perfor-

mance by increasing the packet delivery ratio in the RSU and

therefore decreases the end-to-end delay. However, the valid-

ity of experiments may be affected by some factors, such as

the number of packets by a requesting node and the density

of nodes.

Z. IoT-HiTrust

For establishing trust in the hierarchical IoT management,

three level cloud hierarchical mobile model is presented

in [118]. In this model, the topmost layer includes servers,

the middle layer consists of cloudlets (heavyweight devices),

and the bottom layer comprises lightweight devices. The

cloudlet devices have a reasonable computation as well as

storage capacity to unburden the bottom layer devices. The

cloudlet devices only move inside a cloudlet region and are

linked with the Internet. The bottom layer devices, due to

mobility irregularly, are linked to the Internet with a carrier

and move from one cloud to the other. A disconnected device

creates a connection with its regional cloudlet for taking ser-

vices without any break with wireless communications. The

communication between IoT devices and cloud is within the

regional cloudlet owing to physical juxtaposition that saves

power and bandwidth. The cloud serves as a logical entity

containing a number of cloud servers expected security and

protection. In the Cloud Hierarchical Trust Management for

IoT, namely IoT-HiTrust [117], the trustworthiness of all IoT

devices is calculated by a cloud in the region of cloudlets. The

cloud grants permission to resources and brings heavyweight

IoT devices near the cloud. The selected heavyweight cloud

devices that control the cloudlet region are known as cloudlet

devices.

FIGURE 9. The IoT-HiTrust architecture [117].

In Figure 9 [117], two cloudlets, i.e., CL1 and CL2, having

three IoT devices, work as cloudlet devices. The top layer’s

node simply refers to as cloud, the bottom layer nodes are

the IoT devices, and a node in the middle layer is called a

cloudlet. Every user/IoT device at the cloud service level is

recognized through a unique ID. For load balancing, a user

with a unique ID is allocated to a cloud server, known

as home, which is used to manage users’ data. The home

cloud server of a user remains the same, however, its virtual

machine (VM)may transfer from one place to the other. If the

user data is asked from users’ VM, then the request is fulfilled

by their home cloud. In case, each owner hasmultiple devices,

then all devices are mapped to the owner home cloud.

The requests and replies of IoT devices are transmitted

only inside their own cloudlet region along with their cached

trust information. If the Internet connection is terminated

then a cloudlet replies user queries within the region with a

disconnection mode [118]. Moreover, if a user moves from

one cloudlet to the other then it is removed from the previous

cloudlet and is registered in the new one. Also, in the previous

cloudlet a pointer is added so that user’s reply can be sent to

the new cloudlet.
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The trust model is centered on social relationships among

IoT device owners. A receiver calculates the trust value upon

recommendations of the recommender by applying recom-

mendation rules, which are created on the basis of social rela-

tionships. For measuring social relationship, the following

three main social metrics are used:

• Friendship (demonstrating intimacy): If two owners are

friends, then they cooperate with each other. The IoT-

HiTrust does not distinguish friends from acquaintances.

• Social contact (demonstrating closeness): Devices’ own-

ers with same mobility patterns have high chances of

social contact.

• Community of interest /COI (demonstrating subject

matter knowledge and standard): Nodes of same groups

likely to share same interests [112].

Users of the same social relationship have identical views

regarding the services delivered by an IoT device. The trans-

formation of the social relationship between two device

owners is based on the social similarity of those devices.

A malicious device owned by a malicious owner can cause a

number of attacks. The IoT-HiTrust controls self-promoting

attacks, Bad-Mouthing attacks, ballot stuffing attacks, dis-

criminatory attacks, and opportunistic service attacks, which

disrupt the trust of a system.

The IoT-HiTrust approach achieves appropriate trust prop-

erties by tackling attacks resiliently in a large IoT system.

However, the system fails to control intruders as it does not

take into account the intrusion detection. For more under-

standing about intrusion detection, interested readers are

referred to [119]

A summary of charachteristics of the reported techniques

is presented in Table 1.

III. LESSONS LEARNED

In the IoT system, devices perform various tasks to handle

real life situations without human intervention. Therefore,

without human interactions, it is indispensable to have a

strong and reliable communication among these devices. In

other words, the deployment of trust among IoT devices is

utmost important for a smooth and fair data transmission.

In this regard, several approaches have been proposed in the

literature, which is the main focus of this survey.

1) The first approach presented in this paper is E-Lithe.

In this technique, a secret key is shared between two

devices to avoid DoS attacks and therefore the secu-

rity for constrained devices is increased. However,

if an intruder creates multiple requests from different

devices, the battery drainage becomes crucial to handle

frequent computations.

2) The GTRS follows the idea of social IoT where a node

sends a request towards its friends to get recommenda-

tions for the past ratings. If the best rated node is found

then it is selected, otherwise, the request is forwarded

to the friends-of-friends. Thus, all nodes are capable

to calculate their own predictions for the best rated

services. Nevertheless, the system is unable to predict

the rating of a device if it has not been rated.

3) The TWGA consists of four components, i.e., i) path

establishment among trust domains, ii) data forwarding

to smart homes, iii) usage of public or private keys

to identify the correct ID-packet, and iv) route selec-

tion through the ID-packet engine. Hence, the scheme

provides useful security through public/private keys,

but cannot avoid the repudiation attacks if an intruder

injects false data.

4) The TBBS includes IoT enabled vehicles, traffic sig-

nals, and speed detectors to control data transfer among

vehicles. Every vehicle has a default trust value that

can be used in the future if needed. The TBBS may be

helpful in selecting a particular route, however, this is

a proposed approach and therefore it is early to predict

its performance and accuracy without deployment.

5) The MAG-SIoT is based on four inter-relationships,

i.e., (a) ownership object relationship, (b) co-location

object relationship, (c) parental object relationship, and

(d) social object relationship. The trust in this model is

calculated on the basis of trust metrics, which include

social relationships and the context in which the rela-

tionship is communicated. Therefore, this model is

suitable to establish the relationship based on nodes’

affinity, but it is inappropriate when the number of

attributes increases.

6) The ATES is designed to calculate both personal and

non-personal trust values of IoT devices. The personal

trust value of a device is calculated in three ways, i.e., i)

the current situation of a device, ii) from the experience

history of a device, and iii) through M5 tree regression

model. Whereas the non-personal trust value is com-

puted with the help of other users’ experience. Thus,

the model can produce the ideal trust value in case

of first time interaction with other devices. However,

the accuracy of results depends on more number of

situational characteristics.

7) In the TMSMD model, the trust is maintained at each

layer of the network. The Physical layer provides data

integrity and privacy, while the Application layer keeps

the confidentiality of services. This model develops

trust by reducing overhead and uses a public key to

protect data. However, it consumes maximum power

because it uses the public key cryptography, which is

based on the integer factorization.

8) The DTMS is based on a distributed mechanism to pro-

vide various services in the IoT environment. The trust

value of each node is calculated on direct observations.

The service provided by each node has a reward if it is

provided on time, and a penalty if it is not provided

to the nodes. This model performs well to evaluate

selective attacks in a trust management model, but it

increases the chances of Bad-Mouthing attacks.

9) The SMA is designed to provide an automatic method

to identity IoT devices, calculate their semantic
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TABLE 1. Summary of trust management techniques.
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attributes, and estimate their trustworthiness. The

architecture includes two parts, i.e., the smart mid-

dleware architecture and the semantic device discov-

ery with trust evaluation. The middleware architec-

ture calculates the trustworthiness and semantic dis-

covery of IoT objects based on their text attributes.

The SMA is more trustworthy as it extracts text

and numerical data from IoT devices through the

network. However, it increases computational over-

head as it uses textual and numerical information for

the discovery of resources and calculation of trust

score.

10) The DTEB system was designed to time stamp digital

documents. The system works on Smart Contract that

uses the Blockchain architecture, which consists of

four layers, i.e., Interactive layer, Management layer,

Network layer, and Data layer, for exchanging data in a

trusted environment. The DTEB system is transparent

and immutable to record a transaction, but there are still

privacy issues that make the IoT environment untrust-

worthy.

11) The ABAC model was proposed to keep data pro-

tected from malicious nodes. The system comprises

three modules, i.e., trust evaluation, access decision,

and authentication. Thus, it provides a secure autho-

rization because the trust level changes with the behav-

ior of nodes. However, the system accuracy cannot be

predicted if one device interacts simultaneously with

several other devices.

12) The ATBP is developed to allow security measures

among nodes of a social network. The model adopts

a trust policy that is followed by all network nodes.

The ATBP suggests an application for travelers, known

as map guide, which can be installed on a smartphone

for the calculation of trust either directly or indirectly.

It considers the honesty as a trust property formanaging

Bad-Mouthing attacks. The model is useful in deciding

the best route so as to avoid traffic congestion and

accidents, and provide safe and smooth drive. Though

the travel map guide application gives an easy access

to applications, but it may be hindered in high dynamic

situations.

13) The DCTEPF system consists of various modules, for

example, trust data access object, trust service enabler,

decision making and prediction, trust agent, data repos-

itory, TrustComputation, and API, to calculate the trust.

This system is useful to filter out inaccurate data.

Nonetheless, it is not helpful to handle contextual infor-

mation for trust predictions.

14) The TrustCEP is divided into two parts: The producer

and the consumer, which are connected through the

operator graph. This model is based on mutual trust

between two users. Every user tries to find neighboring

users and looks into their trust vectors. If there are no

neighboring users then the graph is initiated on their

own device and requests are placed for collaborating

placement requests. However, it fails to provide support

in a scenario with a higher mobility.

15) The MAPE-K approach was proposed to handle the

dynamic environment. In the IoT Cloud environment,

this scheme is cooperative as it provides facility to

tackle malicious recommendations from other nodes.

For quick response, the idea of distributed trust agents

is used in the MAPE-K feedback loop. The pro-

posed model helps increasing the dynamic trust man-

agement level through a self-adaptation method. Yet,

the problem occurs if data attributes increase from the

threshold.

16) The TDFDS model consists of four modules that

define various variables of trust, i.e., customer, business

requirement, and technology. The environment vari-

able involves technological attributes as well as social,

cultural, and religious factors. The customer variable

includes human intelligence and their physical abilities.

The business requirement variable includes attributes

that affect the trust. And the technology attribute main-

tains system’s security and usability. The primary pur-

pose of TDFDS is to provide trust for online integrated

and distributed applications, but during application run-

ning, it does not provide security for administrators.

17) The CBSTM-IoT is designed for the nodes’ collabo-

ration and to limit interactions of suspicious devices.

In this model, if the relationship value is high, it indi-

cates a higher trust. As the CBSTM-IoTmodel does not

depend on specific nodes and peers, malicious nodes

may allocate higher trust values to other nodes as indi-

rect recommendations.

18) The Timely Trust framework identifies the demand of

IoT in GVTs and tells that how the swift trust forma-

tion in GVTs is affected by different cultures. GVTs

have common shared objectives on which they work

across geographical boundaries and depends on tech-

nology such as computers to communicate. They do

not have any previous working record with each other

and also have cultural differences. Due to embedded

IoT concepts, the GVT members can easily communi-

cate through video calls or voice messages. However,

the sharing of data on remote servers over different

regions increases the chances of cyber-attacks.

19) The DTRM focuses on distributed environment to

make IoT devices capable of handling processing. The

model also proposes different levels of security, which

are suitable for sensitive devices in the IoT environ-

ment. It keeps record of all devices and manages them

according to their requirements. It provides protec-

tion against Bad-Mouthing, Good-Mouthing, and bal-

lot attacks, but fails to handle some attacks, such as

DDOS, MIM, and wormwhole.

20) The ANTs divides the network into trust zones for

checking new joining nodes and reconfigures the exist-

ing trust zones. The reconfiguration of trust zones helps

restricting remote communications and safeguarding
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the network from several kinds of attacks. In the ANTs,

the ED becomes part of the network and allows all

nodes to communicate over a secure channel using

SHGW. The SHGW works as a monitoring device to

identify and excludemalicious nodes from the network.

However, scheming suitable policies and procedures to

put EDs into the trusted zones is a challenging issue.

21) In the TAS-IoT model, nodes are divided into two

categories, i.e., legitimate nodes and non-legitimate

nodes. The legitimate node appends on authenticator

for authenticating messages. It prevents non-legitimate

nodes to post false messages in the network and there-

fore reduces power consumption by authenticating data

at its origin. A trust value is associated with each

node on the basis of observations, experience, and

recommendations. After the trust value is calculated,

an adaptive function is used to decide if a message

needs authentication.

22) TheCTM-IoT is designed for reliable information shar-

ing among IoT nodes. The IoT network is divided into

different clusters, where each cluster includes a trust

manager, i.e., a master node. The model also comprises

a super node which stores trusted data of all master

and cluster nodes in the central repository. In addition,

the super node also monitors traffic and trust manage-

ment among all IoT devices. Moreover, it shares data

packets between the master node and cluster nodes, and

the IoT applications and the master node. This model

can achieve the primary goal of trust management

among IoT devices, however, without comparison with

other schemes, it is difficult to predict its supremacy

over the existing available techniques.

23) The TMCoI-SIOT is designed to integrate various char-

acteristics of trust on the basis of direct and indirect

evaluations. The proposed architecture employs the

idea of clustering and divides nodes into communities

on the basis of interest, where the network consists

of an SIoT server, nodes that are clustered together

as a community, and a trust administrator for secu-

rity management. If a node needs to join the network,

the SIoT server authenticates it. After the authentica-

tion, the node may join the community of its own inter-

est or either it can start creating its own community.

The TMCoI-SIOT helps to reduce challenges associ-

ated with memory storage, however, it cannot eliminate

Bad-Mouthing and Good-Mouthing attacks.

24) The CTMS-SIOT is designed to consider dynamic

trust values together with a relative context in dif-

ferent tasks. This model is based on computational

complexity, where a node’s life time decreases because

of information caching in a decentralized architecture.

The CTMS-SIOT includes two modules, which are

responsible for contextual trust and reputation. A trust

request from a user activates the discovery mechanism,

where lack of history in the local trust table compels a

user to send a trust request query to the server. As the

server receives a request, the entity selection process

is initiated based on the past experience. The CTMS-

SIOT is used to compute social similarities between the

requester and the selected node. The model provides a

dynamic environment through effective services, but it

reduces the system trustworthiness.

25) The TMF-VSN is proposed for VSN, which includes

three layers of trust for the VSN environment,

i.e., GTM, DTM, and VTM. The GTM lies on the top

level and holds the authentication of vehicles’ profiles.

The DTM holds the history, domain, and relationship

profiles of each individual vehicle. While the VTM is

used to maintain vehicles’ information. The proposed

model includes fourmodules, i.e., friend trust, neighbor

trust, global trust, and history trust modules for the trust

evaluation. The system can improve the performance of

network by increasing the packet delivery ratio, but the

validity of experiments may be affected due to nodes’

density.

26) In the IoT-HiTrust, the trustworthiness of all IoT

devices is calculated by a cloud in the region of

cloudlets. The system is divided into three layers,

i.e., the cloud layer, the cloudlet layer, and the device

layer. At the cloud service level, each IoT device has a

unique identity, which is used to manage users’ data.

The home cloud server of a user remains the same,

however, its VM may be shifted from one point to the

other. In case, each owner has multiple devices, then all

devices are mapped to the owner home cloud. Devices’

requests and replies are communicated only inside their

cloudlet regions together with their stored informa-

tion. If the Internet connection is terminated then a

cloudlet replies user queries inside the region with a

disconnectionmode. Furthermore, if a user moves from

one cloudlet to the other then it is removed from the

previous cloudlet and is registered in the new one. The

proposed model achieves an appropriate trust in a large

IoT system, but it does not succeed to control intruders

as it ignores the intrusion detection.

IV. CONCLUSION

IoT allows the concept of connecting billions of tiny

devices to retrieve and share information regarding numerous

applications, such as healthcare, environment, and indus-

tries among others. In contrast, IoT has unproven charac-

teristics (for example, security, privacy, and trust), which

are crucial in some environments such as VANETs. This

paper surveys trust management techniques designed for the

Internet of Things (IoT). On the basis of comprehensive

analysis of trust management, relevant techniques are clas-

sified and their contributions and limitations are presented.

We expect that this survey will be effective for the IoT

research community, working on trust management, to com-

prehend the viewpoints and issues that IoT faces in trust

administration.
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